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E.I DuPont registered®

1. Power Frame
Rugged heavy duty cast iron design incorporating integrally
cast support and ribbed mounting feet which assure a solid,
dependable pump installation and operation. One frame fits all
pump sizes. External impeller adjustment is standard. Grease
lubrication of bearings is standard; oil lubrication available.

2. Bearings
Model 1434 contain a high capacity cartridge-mounted double
row thrust bearing allowing use on high suction pressure
applications. Radial bearing is double row and floats in a
precision bored housing.

3. Shaft and Shaft Sleeve
A 416 stainless steel shaft is standard with a 316 stainless
steel shaft sleeve. A 316 stainless steel shaft is optional.

4. Shaft Sealing
Packed arrangement utilizes a 2-piece split gland, slinger,
Teflon® split lantern ring and 5-ring packing set. Grease
lubrication is standard with product or water flush available.
Wide choice of John Crane and Durametallic mechanical
seals of various configurations and materials. Oversized seal
housing is ready to adapt for cartridge-type mechanical seal.

5. Impeller
Semi-open design which accommodates passage of solids
or fines. All impellers have balance holes near the impeller
hub which reduce thrust load and pressure in the packing or
seal area. All impellers have a balancing ring. Impeller is
keyed to shaft.

6. Impeller Adjustment
Power frame contains an external impeller adjustment which
provides for clearance adjustment between the impeller
vanes' face and casing. This adjustment feature compen-
sates for internal wear. Expensive casing and impeller
wearing rings are eliminated.

7. Casing
High efficiency volute design. Sizes, 6 x 4 x 12 and larger,
are double volute, containing a splitter, which reduces
bearing loading and shaft deflection; thus extending bearing
and packing or mechanical seal life. All suction and dis-
charge openings are flanged for installation ease and
integrity.

8. Back Pull-Out
All pumps are designed with back pull-out feature which
allows for removal of all pump rotating components without
disturbing the piping connections.




